Human being in the quality of the new space
Cosmogram-Carving-Workshop
with Wolfgang Alexander Tiller

9 – 12 of May 2013
One of the main goals of modern geomancy is to promote
communication between the visible and invisible worlds,
dialogue with earth, nature and the cosmos. The universal
language of cosmogrammes offers an opportunity for this
dialogue. Cosmogrammes are energetic signs which are used for
communication with the subtle worlds and, in the human body
similar to acupuncture, are used for earth healing.
Cosmogrammes are also suitable for use in-house, at work or in
the garden and there help to increase the quality of life of the
rooms.
Cosmograms, Lithopuncture and Geopuncture can be seen as a
new art movement, where we can go in deeper dialog with the earth and ourselves.
In this workshop you will learn what cosmograms are and how they work. You develop a
personal cosmogram and carve this in a stone that you can take home.

Place: Hannelund, Vagnhärad, Sweden (70 km south of Stockholm)
Cost for the workshop: 1800 skr / 220 € plus the cost for the stone
We are starting Thursday at 10:00 and finishing Sunday at 17:00
A chisel set (hammer, pointed and flat chisels) can either be borrowed,
or you can order your own set, costs are about 50 € for the two
chisels and 25 € for the hammer. So you can already do the next
cosmogram yourself at home.

OBS! The workshop is limit to 8 participants so they are
registered on a first come, first served base (först till kvarn).
Information and registration:
Alda v. Helle Helborg: geomanti.alda@telia.com T: 0156-14144 www.alda-geomanti.se
When you are registered you’ll get more practical information, and information about
possible places to live.
About Wolfgang Alexander Tiller: He is born in Austria and lives in Vienna (Austria) to
Cologne (Germany). He is an artist and sculptor and has met Marko Pogacnik 1997 and
collaborated with him a number of projects internationally and performed several projects
himself. He is also a lecturer with Marko at the geomancy school in Budapest.
In the workshop he will speak English. www.lichtbringer.at

